NRIS Reference Number: AD 82004714
Property Name: Luna Park Historic District
City: Charleston
County: Kanawha
State: WV

This property is listed in the National Register of Historic Places in accordance with the attached nomination documentation subject to the following exceptions, exclusions, or amendments, notwithstanding the National Park Service certification included in the nomination documentation.

The inventory of Section 7 in the nomination classifies the main house and secondary house at 511 Hall Street as noncontributing and the garage as contributing. All should be considered contributing! The inventory entry should reflect the following as contributing resources:

KA-2247, 511 Hall Street
147: house, contributing
147A: secondary house, contributing
147B: garage, contributing

These properties were all built c.1925 and according to the survey conducted by the SHPO in December 2017 and the documentation submitted by the SHPO all retain sufficient integrity to contribute to the historic district.

Section 5 of the nomination is changed to a total of 446 contributing buildings (and 446 contributing total) and 108 noncontributing buildings (and 108 noncontributing resources total).
The State Historic Preservation Office submitted this additional documentation.
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